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The	Coming	Paradigm	ShiA	
What	Does	It	Mean	For	You?		The	Ul8mate	Solu8on	

By David Mitchell 

The	Major	Cycle	Turn	Ahead	of	Us	All	
There has been a great deal of commentary and press surrounding the slowing global economy supported and driven 

by the disastrous state of the growing global debt crisis, how does someone navigate these waters, or indeed have a 

more defined picture of what is happening and how will this directly affect their financial well-being?  The	purpose	of	
this	ar8cle	is	to	lay	down	the	blueprint,	with	a	plan	on	how	to	protect	your	assets.	

Ray Dalio 1 has recently wrote an arAcle creaAng much fanfare in the press with him staAng that gold is the best asset 

class to consider holding, in which he referred to the coming paradigm shiB, a nice descripAve word (paDern or model 

framework) framing very well what we should all start to think about, or indeed at least be aware of and make the 

relevant adjustments in your finances and asset structure.  

 

I myself have been wriAng about these major developments and forecasts for many years, which I refer to as ‘cycles’ 
and  been  forecasAng  and  warning  about  from  a  macro  perspecAve.  ForecasAng  of  course  is  fraught  with  risk  
and  unknown probabiliAes and of course the elusive ingredient of Aming the turns. However we now have the 

Bank for InternaAonal  SeDlements  (BIS),  World  bank  and  InsAtute  of  InternaAonal  Finance  (IIF),  the  world’s  
most successful hedge fund and money managers, global macro analysts and investors all warning about the same
 developments

Mr Dalio is basically describing that markets move in clear cycles, periods of Ame in which the markets and marke
t  relaAonships operate in a certain way with each other (which he refers to as “paradigms”) that most people adapt to 
and eventually extrapolate out so they become overstretched and unstable (bubbles, market crashes), shiBing into 

  the next cycle of asset structures and relaAonships and even new monetary systems.

What we are facing today and into our immediate Ame horizon is the 
largest global debt crisis in history, this debt growth mountain pile

 

has clearly broken any sustainable mathemaAcal metrics of support.

1	 Raymond Dalio founder of investment firm Bridgewater Associates, one of

the world's largest and most successful hedge funds founded in 1975, with 
roughly 125 billon US$ under management as of  2018.
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/paradigm-shifts-ray-dalio
https://www.iif.com/Portals/0/Files/Global%20Debt%20Monitor_January_vf.pdf
https://www.globalresearch.ca/world-bank-saw-debt-crisis-looming/5683843
https://www.geopoliticalmonitor.com/bis-sounds-early-alarm-on-us-corporate-debt/


	
I will not approach this arAcle to describe in great detail most of the macro developments and evidence thereof as this 
would end up being a 50 page report, rather I will lay out in clear stages what is a likely outcome supported by the high 
probabiliAes present and developing, so that the investor may get a much more clearer image of how to protect 
themselves.



The world since the global financial crisis of 2007 to ‘09 has sustained one of the largest economic boom periods on 
record, supported by unprecedented sAmuli fomented by global central banks and governments with zero per cent 
interest rates and money prinAng which has lead ulAmately into a corporate debt binge now at historical record levels, 
record high stock markets, housing bubbles near global, banking balance sheet insolvency crisis, global pension fund 
crisis, sovereign government debt mountains and	all	of	this	in	a	economic	boom!!!			


When the slowdown and ulAmately severe recession arrives how does the system cope exactly?

	
	
	
Time	Frame	and	Expecta8ons	of	How	It	Plays	Out?		
	
What seems highly likely over the next few years (Ame-frame over the next 3 to 4 years) is a blueprint that is becoming 
more obvious….


Editor Note: There will be many micro cycles within this forecasted game plan below, which will create great volaAlity 
in markets and pricing, with many false dawns.
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US Federal Reserve now seems resolute in the new interest rate direcAon heading back to zero-bound 
rates, the economy is slowing down quickly with Trump’s fiscal sAmulus injecAon now running down, Asia 
is in an industrial recession which we can see clearly with world freight volumes falling dramaAcally, 
Europe are in a clear economic spiral lower amongst many other economic developments globally.  
Presently global debt earning zero or negaAve interest rates for investors is approximately 13 trillion 
USD’s, this will increase in size with US Treasuries heading towards zero per cent yield, alongside a 
massive increase in new debt issuance.



Central banks will run out of sAmulant to support the markets or the economy when the worlds 
economies are weakening and enter into technical recessions, money prinAng and zero bound interest 
rates will be exhausted as confidence in the system starts to unravel. 
	

1)	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
2)	
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Debt	servicing	starts	to	unravel	and	pressure	the	effec5ve	house	of	cards…	3)	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
4)	
	

An enormous amount of debt and non-debt liabiliAes (e.g., pension and healthcare) that will 
increasingly be coming due and won’t be able to be funded with the assets presently standing.  


Real interest rate returns are pushed so low that investors holding the debt won’t want to hold 
onto it or seriously lose confidence in the strategy of holding it any further, debt with guaranteed 

capital losses is not parAcularly aDracAve and hence the markets will start to sell debt and move 
their capital. 


Simultaneously, the large need globally for money to fund debt-servicing liabiliAes will contribute 
to the “big squeeze” for funding. At that point, there won’t be enough money to meet global 

needs. 

a)	
	
	
b)	
	
	
	

	
c)	
	

	
Global	non-financial	corporate	bonds	annually	maturing	in	$	trillion	
	

Source: Dealogic; Mckinsey Global InsAtute analysis 

US$	Carry	Trade	Unwind			
The  globe  has  borrowed  heavily  in  US$  in  offshore  net  borrowing  to  the  tune  of  15  to  20  Trillion  US$ 
according  the  Bank  for  InternaAonal  SeDlements  (BIS).  At  this  point  it  does  not  maDer  what  the  USA 
wants or does not want, the overriding demand is and will be for US$ to service debt requirements which 
reverberates into a massive appreciaAon of the US$ against other global currencies. Of course this will  
not end very well, with several well anAcipated outcomes. 
The last Ame we saw an event such as this was the ’97 to ’98 Asian Financial Crisis, which I have wriDen 

about here..	

Between $1.6 trillion and $ 2.1 
Trillion of Corporate bonds will 
mature annually from 2018 to 
2022, demand for future cash 
liquidity is enormous.
	

https://www.indigopreciousmetals.com/news/carry-trade/
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Stagfla5on	
Governments and central banks react to the extreme with a combinaAon of deficits being simply 
moneAsed (extreme money prinAng) driving deep currency depreciaAons across all currencies, 
government tax grabs and tax increases, pension fund obligaAons to claimants marked down (defaulted) 
and hence payments reduced heavily.  Holders of remaining debt securiAes will receive either close to zero 

or negaAve nominal returns denominated in currency value that’s being devalued, hence another form of 
stealth taxaAon. 
The demand to sell debt securiAes for hard assets once a realisaAon that interest rates have reached 
exhausAon lows of zero per cent or lower will overwhelm markets. Precious metals?

So we have a very similar picture to the decade of the 1970’s heady mix of economic contracAon, falling 
housing markets, contracAng disposable income, rising real inflaAon a.k.a. currency devaluaAon, BUT	our 
global system is heavily drugged on debt this Ame around, which our global economies were not burdened 

with in the 1970’s.
	

5)	
	

Central	Banks	&	Government	Debt	Policy	In	A	Fiat	Currency	System		


In 1945 the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Beardsley Ruml made a speech published in 1946. 
Editor Note: I will cut it down and take the relevant snapshots. 


Ruml said:
"Final freedom from the domes1c money market exists for every sovereign na1onal state where there exists an 
ins1tu1on which func1ons in the manner of a modern central bank and whose currency is not conver1ble into gold 
or into some other commodity.”
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Ruml noted that in a fiat currency system such as the United States had adopted, government did not need to tax to 
raise revenue but could create as much money as it wanted and deploy it as it thought best, using taxes instead to 
give value to its currency and implement social and economic policy.


What they are saying here is tax is used solely to give value to a currency as everyone needs to hold the currency to 
pay taxes by law and hence ‘giving its value’, but the real tax comes in the form of massive currency depreciaAon 
against the holders of currency and debt denominated in said currency over the years ahead. 


Now I clearly recognise the advantages of our present system for governments and central banks, the clear constant 
expansion of debt for spending programs and the advancement of our society, but and it’s a big BUT there are no 
effecAve checks and balances to control this debt expansion or indeed corrupAon, mismanaged economies quickly 
spiral out of control once debt crosses certain levels that are no longer serviceable or sustainable. At that point 
massive currency devaluaAon causes extreme harm to its people. 


The	real	problem	we	face	today	is	when	debt	itself	is	being	valued	at	zero	to	nega8ve	interest	rates,	why	hold	onto	
debt	with	guaranteed	capital	 losses	denominated	 in	a	currency	 that’s	being	devalued	with	overall	debt	 loads	 far	
beyond	anything	seen	before	and	mathema8cally	unsustainable,	eventually	the	whole	confidence	game	is	lost.	
	
	

Why	Gold	and	Precious	Metals?			3rd	Party	Liability?	
 
We oBen talk about the avoidance of 3rd party liability assets when faced with the all-important diversificaAon of the 
porsolio due to crisis of varying varieAes, from banking crisis to currency crisis, wars, sovereign debt crisis, extreme 
inflaAon or deflaAon. 


What	do	we	mean	by	3rd	party	risk?		


We are effecAvely looking for a highly liquid non-correlated asset class that market forces ‘completely out of our 
control’ cannot affect its future valuaAon, for example asset classes that have clear 3rd	party	liability …..

•  A company share valuaAon can be unduly effected with mismanagement by its owners or the board of directors; 
or indeed corrupAon or capital theB. 

•  Currencies can be destroyed by government mismanagement and overprinAng. 
•  Bond valuaAons by over issuance of debt which becomes unserviceable. 
•  Houses / real estate  are effected by building wear and tear costs, availability of credit or interest rate levels, and 

even mother nature herself. 
•  Mines or other fixed assets can be naAonalised and hence value stolen. 


While assets	 with	 zero	 liability	….... gold and precious metals physically held on the other hand have their own 
unique qualiAes being durability, portability, divisibility, uniformity, limited supply, and acceptability across the globe 
by all socieAes and cultures. The metals you own are not dependent on someone else’s ability to make good on. 
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It is highly unusual for a hedge fund (porsolio) manager of any sized fund to talk openly and publicly about their 
immediate porsolio weighAngs or macro view, I do seriously believe Mr Dalio is to be lauded for his openness and I 
also think the foundaAon of his comments has more to do with an altruisAc nature. He	is	seriously	alarmed	about	
this	major	cycle	turn	and	the	damage	that	will	be	done	to	individuals	wealth	and	future,	those	that	are	unprepared.			

As Ray Dalio wrote in his arAcle…..
 
Gold advantages
All these uncertain1es accentuate nega1ve market sen1ment and drive central bank investors to reallocate their 

porFolios away from risky assets to safe haven assets.




















This is where gold comes into its own, as it fulfils central banks’ three core objec1ves: safety, liquidity and return.
Gold is well known as a safe haven asset. It carries no credit risk, has liMle or no correla1on with other assets and the 
price generally increases in 1mes of stress. As such, it offers valuable protec1on in 1mes of crisis. 
Gold is highly liquid too. It can easily be traded in global market centres, such as London and New York. It can be used 
in swap transac1ons to raise liquidity when needed and it can be ac1vely managed by reserve managers.


Gold can also enhance the risk/return profile of a central bank porFolio. Its lack of correla1on to other major reserve 
assets makes it an effec1ve porFolio diversifier and, over the long term, it delivers higher returns than many other 
assets. 
 

Sources:	Metals	Focus,	Refini8v	GFMS,	World	Gold	Council	
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The	Ul8mate	Solu8on,	Managed	Por`olio	in	Physical	Precious	Metals			
A	Return	Over	and	Above	Gold	(the	Alpha)	
	
While	we	recognise	that	buying	and	holding	physical	gold	and	perhaps	a	small	spread	of	silver	and	pla8num	(which	
is	 the	 typical	 investors	 purchasing	 mandate)	 is	 extremely	 important	 in	 the	 overall	 diversifica8on	 of	 your	 asset	
por`olio,	 however	 there	 are	 serious	 physical	metal	 investment	 opportuni8es	 in	 the	 investment	 precious	metals	
space	which	are	not	being	recognised	by	the	investor.	 	Hence	we	do	spend	a	great	deal	of	8me	helping	our	clients	
to	achieve	the	full	poten8al	to	their	por`olio	returns.	
We	have	developed	a	unique	and	bespoke	advisory	solu8on	that	services	clients	who	would	 like	to	see	an	alpha	
return	while	enjoying	a	fully	managed	physical	vaulted	metals	por`olio	on	their	behalf.		

We are extremely excited to officially roll out to our internaAonal client base our physical metal porsolios balancing 
algorithmic system. Several of our long-standing clients have been acAvely managed by our system for several years 
now, but our official global launch was delayed unAl the of March 2019, whilst we set up our necessary 
infrastructure. We have now completed the build of our state-of-the-art vaulAng database system and live price feed 
vaulAng portal supported by the already developed and trademarked algorithm systems.
We also required a comprehensive audit of our systems by one of the worlds top audiAng companies, which was 
completed in March 2019, to verify our net-aBer-cost performance results to clients. 
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Developed over the last 7 years, we are taking the classic ‘ asset diversificaAon acAvely managed model ’ which is 
religiously followed by the world’s most successful asset money managers and incorporaAng these same principals to 
precious metals, as opposed to where typically investors will simply buy gold or silver and hold it in a vault. 
Unique long-term cycles, mulAple pricing raAos, supply-demand dynamics and disAnct trading paDerns have been 
clearly recognised, and our models presently analyse over 50 input variables that are monitored daily and self 
learning from an historical price database relaAonship analysis going back over 50 years. 
 
We effecAvely recognise pricing anomalies between the classic 5 investment metals of gold, silver, plaAnum, 
palladium and rhodium and re-weight and re-balance our clients physical metal porsolios when our algorithms 

trigger trading instrucAons. On average we have historically re-balanced porsolios 5 to 6 Ames a year, although in 
some years that could be just once and in other years up to 10 Ames. 


Always	full	physical	metal	investment	alloca8on,	zero	paper	trading	or	collateralisa8on.	Held	fully	in	
the	 client’s	 sole	 named	 vaulted	 account	 held	 with	 third	 party	 vaul8ng	 within	 free-trade	 zones	
security	premises.		
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Auctus	PorHolio	Models	Alpha	
Net	AKer	Costs	to	Clients	

Compara5ve	Performance	Analysis	
As	confirmed	by	extensive	full	audit	by	BDO	Global	

		
Jan	to	Dec	

CAGR	Return	
Year	2018	

Jan	to	Dec	
CAGR	Return	
2017	to	2018	

Jan	to	Dec	
CAGR	Return	
2016	to	2018	

Jan	to	Dec	
CAGR	Return	

4	Year	

Jan	to	Dec	
CAGR	Return	

5	Year	

Jan	to	Dec	
CAGR	Return	

10	year	

Provectus	
Model	1	

2.04	%	
per	annum	

36.28	%	
per	annum	

40.74	%	
per	annum	

17.39	%	
per	annum	

12.39	%	
per	annum	

15.36	%	
per	annum	

Provectus	
Model	2	

13.60	%	
per	annum	

52.47	%	
per	annum	

47.53	%	
per	annum	

18.69	%	
per	annum	

14.46	%	
per	annum	

17.60	%	
per	annum	

Physical	Sta8c	
Gold	
Performance	

-	0.93	%	
per	annum	

5.65	%	
per	annum	

6.46	%	
per	annum	

1.48	%	
per	annum	

1.21	%	
per	annum	

3.93	%	
per	annum	

A	physical	wealth	preserva8on	asset	tool,	with	a	proven	track	record	of	out-performance	in	posi8ve	
alpha	growth	yield.	
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If you are interested in generaAng superior returns over and above what can be generated in a staAc 
metal holding, with the safety of your own physical porsolio, held with premier 3rd party vaulAng 
solely in your own name,  full ownership Atle in the worlds premier vaulAng house then contact us....  




Contact	Us	
	
	

	

	














 

Singapore	Telephone		+	65	315	827	91	

UK	Telephone			+44	(0)	203	318	1788	

Email				info@indigopreciousmetals.com	
	

Web				www.indigopreciousmetals.com	
	

	

	
	
Disclaimer: 
The informaAon contained in our website should be used as general informaAon only. It does not take into account the 
parAcular circumstances, investment objecAves and needs for investment of any investor, or purport to be comprehensive  
or consAtute investment advice and should not be relied upon as such. You should consult a financial adviser to help you  
form your own opinion of the informaAon, and on whether the informaAon is suitable for your individual needs and aims 
as  an  investor.  You  should  consult  appropriate  professional  advisers  on  any  legal,  taxaAon  and  accounAng  implicaAons 

before making an investment.
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